Glow

Have Yourself a Pretty Party!
You Know You Want To!

By Dr.William Carter

There are many good reasons and
seasons to have a Pretty Party.

Having a Bad Day?

Throw yourself a Pretty Party!

Need a chance to “Wine"?
Since 1999 Dr. Carter
has been extensively
involved in all office-based
things having to do with
appearance optimization.
He has performed over
35,000 Botox treatments
and thousands of laser
and filler procedures. He
maintains active practices
in Lancaster, Dauphin, and
York counties.

Throw yourself a Pretty Party!

Need to go to another boring
holiday party and want to look
great doing it?
Throw yourself a Pretty Party!

The in-laws are coming for
the holidays?
Throw yourself a Pretty Party!

Your ex-spouse is dating
someone 20 years your junior?

Throw yourself a Pretty a Party!

Want to have a unique party
for your friends that isn’t boring
and saves everyone money?
Throw your friends a Pretty Party!

Want to be around better looking men?
Throw them a Pretty Party!

So what exactly is a Pretty Party?
Our aesthetician, Gail, and I have been doing Pretty
Parties (aka “Botox Parties”) for more than a decade, but
they have become increasingly popular in the past several
years. There is much less stigma about having cosmetic

services, and people talk about Botox, Dysport, and the
various facial fillers as easily as they talk about going to
the hairdresser. People are realizing that hosting or going
to a Pretty Party is a great way to have fun, save time,
save money, and stay pretty.
Through Medical Cosmetics we have had Pretty Parties
at our office, hair salons, other people’s offices, but most
often in people’s homes. It typically involves Botox or
Dysport injections to reduce expression lines or wrinkles.
A newer trend is to also offer fillers at Pretty Parties to
plump lips, lift out creases, or fill in hollow areas of the
face. It usually involves a gathering of 6 to 12 women
and/or men looking to get pretty or handsome while
enjoying food and drink, in the company of friends,
all while saving money. I only ask that everyone’s
questions are answered and consents are signed before
the wine is served!
All you need to do to have your own Pretty Party is gather
no less than 6 of your friends, call Medical Cosmetics
(717-735-3900, www.medcoslanc.com) and ask Gail,
Sonya or Kristen for their help to schedule a Pretty Party.
You provide the Party and we provide the Pretty. It is
that simple! The host will receive the largest discount for
organizing and hosting the party. The bigger the party,
the bigger the hostess’ discount. Everyone who receives a
service at the party also gets a discount.
Our schedule is filling up quickly as the holiday season
approaches. Call soon so that you do not miss out on the
Party or the Pretty! s
- Dr. William A. Carter, M.D.
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